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Profile 
Composer Jeyong Jung devises algorithms and employs computer-aided processes in carrying out composition processes. Jung 
makes use of real-time probabilistic methods and statistical constructs in pursuance of executing non-standard sound synthesis. 
The pieces of his composed at the Analogue Studio of the Institute of Sonology comprise his main repertoire. 
(https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/sets) 

Place of Birth: Seoul, South Korea 

Year of Birth: 1981 

Nationality: South Korea 

Gender: Male 

Company: Componist Jeyong Jung 

Phone: +31 (0)64 534 8699 

 

Homepage: https://jey-noise.com/ 

Email: jey.noise@gmail.com   barcarole@gmail.com 

Place of residence: The Hague, 

The Netherlands 

Education 
2000-2005 Bachelor of Music (major in Music Composition) at Composition Department, College of Music, Seoul National 

University, Seoul, South Korea 

2011-2015 Bachelor of Music (major in Sonology) and Minor Education (from 2012) at the Institute of Sonology, the Royal 
Conservatoire, The Hague, The Netherlands; Received diploma in Sonology and certificate in Education 

2015-2017 Master of Sonology at the Institute of Sonology; Received diploma 

Musical assignments & scholarly activities 
 

Concerts 
 

Conferences 
Sonology Discussion Concert 
at the Royal Conservatoire The Hague 
  Feb.2016 
     presented a fixed-media piece Continuum 
  Oct. 2017 
     presented a fixed-media piece Travels 

Kernel Panic 
  #20, Sep. 2014 (Café de Vinger, The Hague) 
     performed a live electronics piece 
  #41, Jan. 2020 (Studio Loos, The Hague) 
     performed a live audio-visuals piece with Sohrab Motabar  
     Noise Gallery 3 / Edge of Dust  

Sonology Showlab at Café de Vinger, The Hague 
  #7, Apr. 2014 
     performed a live electronics piece 
  

Colloquium— 
Institute of Sonology, the Royal Conservatoire The Hague 
  Jan. 2021 presented an online presentation Use of Random 
    Numbers in Creating Musical Materials as a guest lecturer 

International Computer Music Conference 
  #42, Sep. 2016 (HKU University of the Arts Utrecht) 
     published a paper The Paradox of Random Order, 
     performed a presentation in the “piece & paper” session 
  #44, Aug. 2018 (Daegu, South Korea) 
     presented a fixed-media piece Travels in Listening Space 

HSS Heretical Sound Synthesis mini-symposium 
at University of the Arts Helsinki 
  May 2019 performed a presentation jeynoise~ and its  
     application (regarding ACToolkit explained below) with 
     Johan van Kreij and Sohrab Motabar 

Workshop Music Production for Dance-theatre 
Creative Coding Workshop at iii, The Hague 
  27-29 Nov. 2020 
     presented lectures on audio-visual programming- 
     techniques using programming language Processing 
     with Sohrab Motabar 

There Is No Sea by ON&OFF Dance Company 
  Dec. 2009 (ARKO Arts Theater, Seoul, South Korea) 
     performed DJing (appeared with the name “Mysterious J”) 

In Between by ON&OFF Dance Company 
  Jan. 2011 (Art Space Mullae, Seoul, South Korea) 
     music composition and sensor-controller manufacture 

Publication of software concerning Algorithmic Composition methodologies 
AUG. 2016 First self-released an external package for Max 1 called jey-Toolkit concerning statistical techniques for 

Algorithmic Composition and Digital Signal Processing 

NOV. 2018 Sohrab Motabar became the co-author of the package; Updated the package with Motabar 

JAN. 2019 Johan van Kreij and Peter Pabon joined in the package production; Renamed the package to ACToolkit 

MAY 2019 “Cycling ‘74” (manufacturer of Max) started to distribute ACToolkit 2 through the internal interface of Max called 
“Package Manager” 

 

 
1 A visual programming language for the specialized needs of artists, educators, and researchers working with audio, visual 

media, and physical computing, https://cycling74.com/ 

2 https://cycling74.com/packages/page/1   https://www.researchgate.net/lab/ACToolkit-Producers-Jeyong-Jung   http://actoolkit.org/ 

https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/sets
https://jey-noise.com/
mailto:jey.noise@gmail.com
mailto:barcarole@gmail.com
https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/continuum-4-channel-fixed-media-2014-2015
https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/travels-2017-5-channel-fixed-media
https://youtu.be/IWYq76KbQm0
https://youtu.be/mACbrwpaOWU
https://youtu.be/mACbrwpaOWU
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318028883_The_Paradox_of_Random_Order
https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/travels-2017-5-channel-fixed-media
https://youtu.be/1pBXg9lKG6k
https://youtu.be/1pBXg9lKG6k
https://youtu.be/l3nTeCUvzrU
https://youtu.be/l3nTeCUvzrU
https://cycling74.com/
https://cycling74.com/packages/page/1
https://www.researchgate.net/lab/ACToolkit-Producers-Jeyong-Jung
http://actoolkit.org/
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Portfolio: Jeyong Jung, Composer (Sep. 2021) 
 

This document is a description of the works of composer Jeyong Jung and written by oneself. It will introduce Jung's 
musical assignments and scholarly presentations. Also, a conference paper co-authored by Jung and other 
computer-music practitioners is enclosed. The following is the table of contents of the document. 

1. Fixed-media pieces  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 1-3 p. 

2. Real-time computer music pieces  ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 4-5 p. 

3. Presentations performed in scholarly meetings  ………………………………………………………………………………… 6-7 p. 

4. Lectures at institutes ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 7 p. 

5. Participations in dance theatre production  ………………………………………………………………………………… 7-9 p. 

o APPENDIX: A conference paper The Paradox of Random Order (4 pages) 

Please note that, although four among the six pieces introduced in the first and second chapter initially consist of 
more than two channels, the references to those four refer to the internet links to stereo (2-channel) versions. 

 

1. Fixed-media pieces 
This chapter introduces the pieces of Jung's composed in the Analogue Studio of the Institute of Sonology, the 
Royal Conservatoire, The Hague, The Netherlands (see also Figure 1). In the Studio, many vintage synthesis 
modules are available. It is a dedicated environment for experimenting with analogue "patches". A patch 
specifies a chosen hardwired configuration of processing modules. The routing of incoming/outgoing control 
signals and audio signals defines a sound synthesis process used in composition processes (see Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 1. The Analogue Studio of the Institute of Sonology. 

In 2011-2012, Jung took the lectures on the Analogue Studio organised by Mr Kees Tazelaar (Composer, the 
head of the Institute of Sonology). In the classes, Jung learned the techniques on patching and methodology of 
Mr Tazelaar's electronic music composition. From that time, at the Studio, Jung repeatedly carries out the 
composition processes and tries out using the algorithms of his running on a computer together with analogue 
devices. 

Briefly, the methodology of Mr Tazelaar's comprises two phases: the production of sound materials and the 
disposition of the produced materials for deriving a piece (see also Figure 3). The earlier stage begins with 
composing first-generation sound materials. Although Mr Tazelaar led the students to concatenate sound 
samples in making the first-generation ones in the class of 2011-2012, using any means, we will be able to 
produce those. Then, the composer transforms these into the next generation sound materials through patches, 
and the same process repeats based on the newly generated ones and by applying different patches. The 
aesthetics in this practice is to pursue deriving "sound structures", the sonic entities "… not tied to the narrow 
definition of the individual sound …" and "… more complex and usually longer than a single sound, thus more 
closely approaching a form-section, virtually the whole work".I A group of sound materials becomes the building 
blocks for the next step. Hence, in the latter part of the composition process, it is recommended to attempt to 

 
I Composition Processes (1978), Gottfried Michael Koenig http://koenigproject.nl/wp/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Composition_Processes.pdf 

http://koenigproject.nl/wp/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Composition_Processes.pdf
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understand the characteristics of the prepared sound materials. According to how one considers the attributes 
of own sound structures, the composer conceives the form and then evaluates the musical results derived from 
forming the sound materials. 
 

1.1 Vainness (2011-2012) 
4:55, 2-channel fixed media 
https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/vainness  Vainness is an assignment piece that Jung composed for 

Mr Tazelaar's "Music without Computers 1" class. The first generation materials comprise excerpts from several 

tracks in existing albums and sound samples of Battery 3. Moreover, on making the first-generation materials, 

the excerpts and the samples were first recorded on analogue tape and then the tape was cut and pasted.  

 

   
Figure 2.  [LEFT & MIDDLE] Diagrams of the patches of Jung's made at the Analogue Studio. Jung used those analogue patches 

in the composition process of the piece Vainness. Each square in the diagrams indicates a synthesis module. 
[RIGHT] A family tree of materials, "Transformation X" means a patch. 

 
Figure 3.  A screenshot of the project file of the piece Vainness. 

Each square, including two waveforms, in the Figure is a sound material consisting of 2 channels. 

 

1.2 Continuum (2014-2015) 
12:26, 4-channel fixed media 
https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/continuum-4-channel-fixed-media-2014-2015 Continuum is a piece 

composed in the Analogue Studio of the Institute of Sonology. Through Jung's project initiated in the class 

"Composition Workshop" of Mr Tazelaar's, the production of the sound materials started. Later Jung continued 

the composition process by himself. It results from Jung's first attempt to use an algorithm of his called jey-

https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/vainness
https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/continuum-4-channel-fixed-media-2014-2015
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Noise for music composition. For more details regarding the composition process and jey-Noise, please look at 

the paper The Paradox of Random Order appended at the end of the document. 

The piece was premiered in the Sonology Discussion Concert and presented at the International Computer 
Music Conference 2016.  

 

1.3 Travels (2017) 
20:32, 5-channel fixed media 
https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/travels-2017-5-channel-fixed-media  Travels is a piece composed in the 
Analogue Studio of the Institute of Sonology. The composition process started with technically experimenting on 
recursive methods within the Studio. Accordingly, the systems that involve signal feedback, probability-
distribution-shaping (see also the APPENDIX), and recursive statistic techniques—the redirection of analyses of 
random data into distribution-prescriptions of that in turn—were built using the modules of the studio and 
software modules that run on a computer. Then, Jung synthesised the two-channel sound materials of 139 (see 
Figure 5), which became the building blocks later in the composition process. In a way, the form of Travels 
resembles the forms of the pieces of Mr Paul Berg (Composer, professor of computer/algorithmic music at the 
Institute of Sonology 1975-2014), and, in common with Berg's pieces, Travels is explicitly segmented by brief 
silences that splice sections. Jung adopted such a formal concept not only for structuring music with definite 
sectioning. He also thought that it presents the possibility of exposing the close links of each part to others with 
the help of drastic transitions, as every module of a modular system is individual and discrete but also affects 
one another through signal routings. Moreover, Jung also perceives the form of Travels as the derivative of the 
characteristics of the chosen sound materials. Similar to the notion of recursion, this way of thinking implies 
continual self-reflection. Because, in this work, Jung abstracted relations from his materials and reacted to the 
previous decisions of Jung's. 

The piece was premiered in the Sonology Discussion Concert and presented at the International Computer 
Music Conference 2018. 
 

      
Figure 4.  Diagrams of some patches of Jung's used in the composition process of the piece Travels. 

 
Figure 5.  The sound materials produced in the composition process of the piece Travels. 

https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/travels-2017-5-channel-fixed-media
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2. Real-time computer music pieces 
Different from the works shown in the previous section, the sound synthesis systems used in the works explained 
here do not include analogue components. Instead, the works presented here are composed using programs 
that entirely run on personal computers. Since these systems use the algorithms of Jung's, it is also possible to 
consider the following works as results derived from Jung's attempts at using those algorithms in live situations. 
 

 

Figure 6.  Jung's real-time computer music performance at #20 Kernel Panic. (photo by Stephan C. Kaffa) 

 
2.1  Noise Gallery 1 (2015) 
15:02, 4-channel live electronics 
https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/noise-gallery-1-2ch Noise Gallery 1 is a real-time computer music piece 
that Jung performed based on an idea enumerating different spatial images originate from different states of 
the sound-synthesis system. Most of the control interface components were linear (1D-structured) ones, such as 
knobs and faders. The quick transitions between enumerated images often exposed the impression that multiple 
parameters change linearly simultaneously. Having those two modes, such as static images and brief transitions, 
Jung timed transitions of the sound structure according to his whim and altered the system's state in such a way 
that each section differs from adjacent ones but also resembles what appeared a while ago. 

The performance of the piece took place at Arnold Schoenbergzaal, Royal Conservatoire The Hague, The 
Netherlands. 
 

 
Figure 7.  The rehearsal of Noise Gallery 1. (photo by Anne Wellmer) 

 

2.2  Noise Gallery 2 (2017) 
16:47, 8-channel live electronics 
https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/noise-gallery-2-performed-live-at-a-schoenbergzaal-in-koncon-the-hague-on-6th-december-2017 

Noise Gallery 2 is a real-time computer music piece performed to present spatial impressions. Although the goal 
is similar to the preceding Noise Gallery 1, Jung tries to expose gradual transitions rather than showing sudden 
changes in this work. Also, unlike the linear parameter-change that Jung had mainly adopted in the previous 
one, applying non-linear parameter control to the sound-synthesis system using a 2D-structured (matrix-
shaped) controller was his intention. Notably, on programming the sound-synthesis system used in this work, 

https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/noise-gallery-1-2ch
https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/noise-gallery-2-performed-live-at-a-schoenbergzaal-in-koncon-the-hague-on-6th-december-2017
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Jung adapted the patching scheme that he developed during composing Travels in the Analogue Studio of the 
Institute of Sonology.  

The performance of the piece took place at Arnold Schoenbergzaal, Royal Conservatoire The Hague, The 
Netherlands. 

 

2.3  Noise Gallery 3 / Edge of Dust (2020) 
23:06, live-electronics comprising 2-channel-audio and visuals 
https://youtu.be/IWYq76KbQm0 
https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/noise-gallery-3 (music only) 

https://www.kernelpanic-live.com/kp41.html  Noise Gallery 3 / Edge of Dust is a real-time audio/visual 
piece performed by Jeyong Jung (audio) and Sohrab Motabar (video). The two computer music practitioners are 
involved in the Hague-based project concerning Algorithmic Composition methodologies called ACToolkit (see 
also chapter 3.2) and, through the toolkit, put forward a framework in patching processing modules that the 
redirection of arrays/matrices into unintended uses. Based on that idea, they also explore the concept of 
experimental dataset conversions, such as turning in turn rate-of-occurrences analyses (histograms) of random 
sequences into distributional prescriptions of those and vice versa, audio signals into images and vice versa. 

In the performance of Noise Gallery 3 / Edge of Dust, the two were operating systems dedicated to producing 
sounds and images. The parameters of the systems vary randomly with the help of a technique called Noise 
Transformation (see also the APPENDIX). Although seemingly operating autonomously or at random, both 
audio and video systems inevitably require the following to be set by users: the initial probability-distributions of 
the parameters and, if they are going to be changing, the way how those distributions transform, so, are still 
strongly affected by human control. In addition to such principles in the system operation, Jung sent the control 
data generated to Motabar's computer. The state of the sound synthesis process would also affect the 
creation/processing of images. Hence, from the technical point of view, it was their first attempt where the two 
channelled a data flow between two respective computers and attempted to create the correspondences 
between audio and visuals. The correspondences mentioned earlier can be seen as the abstract ones because, 
even though the two systems share the same datasets, how each system translates/uses the data is not the 
same. 

Considering the performers perceived what the computers generated and reacted accordingly to their 
perspective, it is discernible that a feedback loop, including the two composers and the two computers, was 
made. Like the previous works of the same series, Jung's intention on musical aesthetics was to catalogue 
different spatial images. Moreover, Jung repeatedly introduced the sonic images (sections) that straightforwardly 
exhibit uncomplicated tones so that the subtle textures momentarily appearing in the sound would be more 
contrasted and emphasised. 

Jung and Motabar performed the piece at the 41st Kernel Panic at the Studio Loos in The Hague. 
 

 
Figure 8.  The performance of Noise Gallery 3 / Edge of Dust at #41 Kernel Panic. 

https://youtu.be/IWYq76KbQm0
https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/noise-gallery-3
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3. Presentations performed in scholarly meetings 
In these presentations, Jung explained his algorithms with the help of real-time audio and graphs so that the 
audiences intuitively understand his mathematical ideas. Also, his methodologies on adapting those algorithms 
in composition processes are the topics that he dealt with within the presentations. 

 

3.1  The Paradox of Random Order 
At Piece & Paper Pandora Session 1 of (42nd) International Computer Music Conference (ICMC) 
2016, Utrecht, The Netherlands 
hosted by HKU University of the Arts Utrecht 
The ICMC 2016 peer-reviewed Jung's The Paradox of Random Order, co-authored by Peter Pabon and Graham 
Flett (Teachers at the Institute of Sonology), accepted it and then published it through the conference 
proceedings (see also the APPENDIX). Additionally, the conference invited Jung to perform a presentation at the 
piece & paper session. During the actual ICMC presentation, different sounds from the statistical modules 
explained in the paper were presented (see also Figure 9). Jung also played an excerpt of his piece Continuum. 
 

  
  

  
 

  
Figure 9.  The slides of Jung's presentation presented in the ICMC 2016 (excerpts). 

 
3.2  jey-Noise & its application 
HSS Heretical Sound Synthesis mini-symposium 2019, Helsinki, Finland 
organised by University of the Arts Helsinki, Sibelius Academy, Centre for Music & Technology 
https://youtu.be/1pBXg9lKG6k  There are more users of Jung's algorithms than himself, such as Johan van 
Kreij and Peter Pabon (Teachers at the Institute of Sonology), and Sohrab Motabar (Master of Sonology). 
Together with those three computer music practitioners, Jung published an external package for a programming 
language Max II called ACToolkit III through the manufacturer of Max Cycling '74 in May 2019. In the production 

 
II A visual programming language for the specialized needs of artists, educators, and researchers working with audio, visual media, and 

physical computing, https://cycling74.com/ 
III http://www.actoolkit.org/ 

https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/continuum-4-channel-fixed-media-2014-2015
https://youtu.be/1pBXg9lKG6k
https://cycling74.com/
http://www.actoolkit.org/
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of ACToolkit, Jung is in charge of making objects—that are the building blocks for coding in Max—by using the 
C programming language. Also, Van Kreij and Motabar author the example patches (project-files) published 
together with the objects. Finally, Pabon contributes his mathematical insights towards Jung's research. 

A few days later than the release of ACToolkit, Jung, Van Kreij, and Motabar performed a presentation at the 
HSS 2019 with an aim that advertises ACToolkit. Jung introduced his Max-objects and methodologies on using 
the objects in sound synthesis. Moreover, Van Kreij and Motabar showed their Max-patches which exemplified 
the usage of the objects in stochastic processes and algorithmic composition. Jung also briefly explained the 
composition process of his piece Travels and then played an excerpt of the piece. 

 

4. Lectures at institutes 
Jung irregularly gives lectures at institutes in The Hague. 

 
4.1  Creative Coding II 2020: Interactive audio-visual coding 
https://youtu.be/l3nTeCUvzrU 

https://instrumentinventors.org/event/creative-coding-ii-interactive-audio-visual-coding/  The iii hosted the 
workshop, and it was about audio-visual programming using ProcessingIV. In this workshop presented with 
Sohrab Motabar, Jung demonstrated noise-based audio-visual-feedback code. Interested readers may click on 
the YouTube link quoted above and see the brief explanations and the execution of the code. 

 
4.2  Guest Lecture at Colloquium 2020-2021 of the Institute of Sonology 
https://youtu.be/mACbrwpaOWU   The Institute of Sonology invited Jung to present a lecture at the 
colloquium 2020-2021. In the lecture given at his alma mater, Jung showed his algorithms and methodologies, 
which Jung first imagined within the lectures of the Institute. Also, Jung introduced ACToolkit III, made by two 
alumni and two staff from/at the Institute, to the students. 

 

5. Participations in dance theatre production 
This chapter introduces the participation of Jung's in the production of dance theatres in South Korea. Jung 
performed those works before becoming a student in the Institute of Sonology and practising 
algorithmic/electronic music composition. 

 
5.1  There is no Sea (2009) 
Presented at Grand Theater of ARKO Arts Theater, Seoul, South Korea  

Jung performed DJing and appeared as "Mysterious J" (see Figure 10 & Figure 12).  

 
5.2  In Between (2011) 
Presented at Box Theater of Seoul Art Space Mullae, Seoul, South Korea  

Jung composed fixed-media/real-time pieces and designed an interactive system for the theatre. The interactive 
system worked so that sensor data derived from the tension of the rubber ropes installed in the stage controls 
the parameters of the synthesisers (see also Figure 11). Most of the compositions used MIDI instrument sounds, 
and, at the climax of the theatre, the dancers created the control data for the piece together with Jung, who 
controlled MIDI controllers. 

 

 

The following two pages show Figures 10-12.   

 
IV https://processing.org/ 

https://soundcloud.com/user-30688271/travels-2017-5-channel-fixed-media
https://youtu.be/l3nTeCUvzrU
https://instrumentinventors.org/event/creative-coding-ii-interactive-audio-visual-coding/
https://youtu.be/mACbrwpaOWU
https://processing.org/
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Figure 10.  Photos taken from There is no Sea. 

 
 

   
 

   

Figure 11.  Photos from In Between.  
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Figure 12. [LEFT] The poster of There is no Sea. [RIGHT] The poster of In Between. 

 

 

A conference paper is attached. Please have a look at the next page. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper seeks to describe a system of period-by-period 
synthesis, one that uses discrete random function distribu-
tions. These apply both to micro and macro control signals 
for sound synthesis. Additionally, the system innately gen-
erates sound in a “noisy-timbre” and has been used to re-
alize musical compositions in both real-time and non-real-
time environments. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In signal processing, the proposition of reordering a popu-
lation of independent and identically distributed (IID) ran-
dom numbers presents an inevitable paradox. This is evi-
dent from the fact that, given any set of IID random values, 
randomizing sequential order hardly affects the spectrum 
of a resulting wave. If the boundary of this discourse is 
expanded, to include the sequential nature of musical ac-
tivities, then the original proposition is one made in vain—
as the more fundamental issue resides in who is making 
the sequence in question. Techniques introduced in this pa-
per can thus be understood as ways for increasing control-
lability in creating random sequences, primarily done by 
meticulously defining a probability distribution function 
(PDF) of control data. Furthermore, these utilize the para-
dox of random order in sound production. As such, con-
catenated waves form sound materials, then a composer 
finds synchronic relations among the sound materials. 

2. NOISE TRANSFORMATION 
For decades, this technique of redistributing discrete ran-
dom data according to a predefined PDF has engaged in a 
certain fashion of computer music. Noise transformation 
suggests different ways of achieving this goal. Moreover, 
a notable mathematical feature of noise transformation is 
that it can involve a two-to-one mapping between the do-
main (incoming random numbers) and the range (redistrib-
uted random numbers). 

2.1 Noise Transforms   

 When a population of N uniform-distributed random sam-
ples S in the range 0 ≤ S < 1 is examined sequentially 

through three boundaries given as (1) 0 ≤ S < A, (2) A ≤ S 
< B, (3) B ≤ S < 1 and the premise “0 ≤ A < B ≤ 1”[1] is 
satisfied,  “then approximately N · (B – A) samples will 
fall”[1] into the second boundary. In these noise trans-
forms[1], a finite number of boundaries are held within 
uniformed distributed probabilities, these then scale down 
a continuous population distribution until reaching a dis-
crete one. By postulating six boundaries such as (1) 0 ≤ S 
< 1/21, (2) 1/21 ≤ S < 3/21, (3) 3/21 ≤ S < 6/21, (4) 6/21 ≤ 
S < 10/21, (5) 10/21 ≤ S < 15/21, (6) 15/21 ≤ S < 1, that are 
mapped to a sample space—the range corresponds to 
given boundaries—such as {0, 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5, 1} one-
to-one, the graph (a) in Figure 1 can be made. Also, we can 
inversely find the given probability density values from the 
6 boundaries given: {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and the resolution of 
the sample space in arithmetic progression from the length 
of the PDF list. 
 

 
Figure 1. A CDF and an Inverse CDF. 

2.2 CDF, Inverse CDF  

Cumulative density (or distribution) function (CDF) and 
inverse-CDF (also called quantile function) are mapping 
functions used to generate a desired PDF. A feature of 
CDF is that a uniform chance—appearing within the sam-
ple space along the x-coordinate—can reveal a different 
density along the y-axis. 
 

 
Figure 2. (a) y=x2, (b) y=x3, (c) y=x1/3, and (d) “histo-
gram of redistributed random numbers” are shown. 

  Thus we cannot feed a number through the y-axis of a 
function; instead using a CDF for mapping boundaries to 

Copyright: © 2016 Jeyong Jung et al. This is an open-access article dis- 
tributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0 
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction 
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 



a sample space once again needs a searching process sim-
ilar to the noise transforms. On the other hand, through an 
inverse CDF, a uniform chance—appearing within the 
boundaries along x-axis—will immediately find the corre-
sponding samples along the y-coordinate. 

2.3 Discretizing and Restoring an Inverse CDF 

An inverse CDF elegantly simplifies the mapping in redis-
tributing random samples. As it was mentioned, the PDF 
of noise transformation is prescribed by a list; naturally, 
the CDF and an inverse CDF derived from the given list 
will also become lists in their own right. 

2.3.1 Discretizing an Inverse CDF 
In case of (b) in Figure 1, the greatest common denomina-
tor among the values of the given PDF list is 1. Hence, the 
derived inverse CDF list can precisely express the density 
per each sample along the x-axis by having only 21 points. 
Consequently, when a given PDF list includes irrational 
numbers, and the same method of deriving (b) is used, an 
inverse CDF list becomes incredibly long. 
  Noise transformation seen in Figure 3 shows how a 
pseudo inverse CDF list can be derived (an example which 
does not need as many slots). In (a), the density of the 6 
virtual axes—measuring the depth along the x-axis—are 
very poorly defined. Given this, the set of dotted lines 
shown in (b) of Figure 3 are greatly dissimilar to the ideal 
inverse CDF. Nevertheless, the dotted lines are useful for 
estimating which boundary in the CDF list a given sample 
will fall into. 
 

 
Figure 3. (b) is a discretized inverse CDF.�

2.3.2 Inverse Search 
At this point it is now necessary to discuss how the appear-
ance of the series of the synthesis processes ①~④ (Fig. 
3) was arrived at. In (b) ① and ② a pair of x-y coordinates 
{3.5, 4.5} were made; following the inverse relation be-
tween a CDF and an inverse CDF, the x-y coordinates were 
inverted in order to search through (a) and then become 
{4.5, 3.5}. As ③ shows, the x-coordinate 4.5 was then 
rounded down until it became 4. After this, at ④, it can be 
seen that the y-coordinate 3.5 belongs to the fifth boundary 
within (a). With regards to the manner of the process in ④, 
the results can be seen as false, however, there is a useful 
principle evident here from the statistical data. Due to the 
fact that negative probability-density-values cannot exist, 
every CDF is in turn a monotonically increasing function. 
If the boundary that is currently being compared with the 
given y-coordinate is in above or below of the given y-co-
ordinate, the x-coordinate consequently moves backward 

or forward by 1. Accordingly, when a very long list pre-
scribes probability density values that are only nearby both 
ends of the sample space, such as {1, …very many zeros 
…, 1}, the searching method introduced in this section be-
comes rather inefficient. 

2.4 Interpolating a Sample Space 

By stretching the boundaries in an inverse CDF along the 
sample space, a discrete prescription turns into a continu-
ous function. Each boundary in the two (b)s of Figure 4 
and 5 appear at the maximal spread, positing 1 as a factor, 
along the y-axis allowed by noise transformation. 
 

 
Figure 4. (b) consists of the unwrapped frequency warp-
ing functions. 

 
Figure 5. (b) contains the unwrapped sin1/4(x) functions. 

In Figure 6, histograms were made by feeding samples in 
arithmetic progression into noise transformation. The 
PDFs appearing within were all prescribed by the same 
list, however, the prescription from this list was interpo-
lated by using different modes. To derive (a) and (b), the 
inverse CDF needed to consists of the unwrapped fre-
quency warping functions. Thus, (c) and (d) display the re-
sult of using an inverse CDF made up with imprecise in-
verse CDFs—based on the sin2(x) function. Additionally, 
the software version noise transformation also realized the 
interpolation of the three different states in real-time. 
 

 
Figure 6. The spread factors given to noise transfor-
mation were, from (a) to (d), 1, 0.4, 0.25, and 1. 



3. PERIOD-BY-PERIOD SYNTHESIS 
Within the previous chapter, an individual sample value 
was the basic unit of the distribution measurements. Of 
course a random number stream made by noise transfor-
mation can be seen as sound wave, but due to the fact that 
the generated random numbers are IID, the number stream 
itself possibly possesses many sudden jumps that contain 
all possible frequency components, which results in a pre-
dominantly flat spectrum. The idea now is that the period-
by-period synthesis can utilize random numbers as control 
data, involving an irregular rate of parameter determina-
tion. 

3.1 Instructions 

 
Figure 7. The period-by-period synthesis. 

The black horizontal lines in (a) of Figure 7 express the 
chosen period-durations among random numbers (indi-
cated as gray dots). These period durations are being held 
within the corresponding amount of sampling intervals. 
After this, these period durations turn into a concatenated 
set of single-period phase signals such as (b) in Figure 7. 
The possible period durations consist of all the real num-
bers within the desired duration range, therefore the slope 
of the phase signal should change at a point in between two 
consecutive sampling moments. When this occurs, within 
the following period, a constant offset—the phase incre-
ment within the “point of speed change” and the “follow-
ing sampling moment”—would have to be applied to all 
phase values. 

Period-by-period phase signal, when applied in random 
order, can be fed into any shaping function; furthermore, 
temporal synchronization between speed change and any 
other variables from other processes can also be made.  

3.2 Jey-noise 

As shown in (c) of Figure 7, the period-by-period phase 
signal can be fed into a sine function. These phenomena 
are called jey-noise and they realize a paradoxical situation 
where the random order, derived from constant probability 
distribution, results in various short-term spectra. It also 
makes the effect of applying arbitrary probability distribu-
tion upon control data more obvious within the spectrum. 
 

 
Figure 8. Two spectra of 10-second-long jey-noises.  

 Examining the long-term spectra of jey-noise reveals that 
the spectral analysis (a) of Figure 8 has been derived from 
the result of allowing white noise to determine the period-

durations of jey-noise. Moreover, by feeding white noise 
into a logarithmic function, the distribution of random pe-
riod durations will change in such a way that shorter peri-
ods have a higher chance to appear and longer periods a 
lower chance, which furthermore equalizes the overall fre-
quency distribution of a series of successive random period 
durations. As a result, the occurrence of period durations 
is redistributed with a more even/flat frequency distribu-
tion (see Fig. 8b). 

3.3 Period-by-Period Spatial Wave Transformation 

Gendee v. 0.1 is a polynomial wave-transformer that can 
rotate an exponential curve upon three axes (x, y and z) in 
3D-space. As its name suggests, it is possible to draw an 
explicit connection between gendee and the sound synthe-
sis techniques of Iannis Xenakis. Similar to the “Dynamic 
Stochastic Synthesis”[2] of Xenakis, gendee concatenates 
dynamically-changing waveforms. 
  By randomizing gendee, the probability distribution for 
each parameter is being prescribed by using the combina-
tion of the same exponential curve and the same wave-
transformer. Furthermore, to derive a 2D-wave from a 3D-
phenomenon, gendee removes the depth of the trans-
formed exponential curve using orthogonal projection. 
 

 
Figure 9. The sets of concatenated waves. 

  The graph (a) of Figure 9 shows how a tilted exponential 
curve is rotated along the x-axis. Similarly, the graphs (b) 
and (c) have been derived by rotating the same logarithmic 
curve (an inverted exponential curve) present upon the y 
and z axes. When a given curve rotates upon the y-axis, the 
width of the curve narrows and (d) demonstrates how the 
empty space that occurs along y-axis rotation can become 
full. In this way, if a period-by-period phase signal consists 
of exponential or logarithmic curves in various curvatures, 
a logarithmic curve is then transformed as shown in the 
graph (e).  

4. APPLICATIONS 

4.1 Using Jey-noise in a Voltage-Controlled Studio 

Using broad-band jey-noise in a static state created source 
material for making a fixed-media piece entitled Contin-
uum. The composition process was done entirely in a volt-
age-controlled studio at the Institute of Sonology. 

This is similar to the composition process of the piece 
Terminus, where Gottfried Michael Koenig introduced the 
idea of “a mechanical derivation procedure.” Koenig de-
scribed such a procedure as being serial with respect to the 
way each derivation formed the basis for its successor.[3] 



In composing Continuum, Jung’s use of jey-noise trans-
formed into the first generation materials, but then pro-
ceeds to ones made in advance of this generation, which 
are paradoxically turning them into their offspring. Jung 
then derives these materials out of the same lineage, organ-
izing the sound materials into distinctive sections then con-
catenating sections in a sequence so that each section con-
trasts to adjacent ones. Similar to Koenig, who treated “the 
possible form-sections” as “closely linked … without hav-
ing a goal-oriented relationship to each other”[3], Jung’s 
Continuum also attempts to derive a diachronic narrative 
from within the relations of the coexisting materials. 

4.2 Generative Bootstrapping 

Bootstrapping is a process of deriving probability distribu-
tion of a population. The law of large numbers states that, 
when proceeding statistical trials, the greater the number 
of random samples present the greater the precision of any 
probability distribution analysis. However, generative 
bootstrapping pursues to elicit dynamics rather than preci-
sion. Seen within a limited number of trials, the analysis 
data of any population of random numbers correspond-
ingly differs from the given PDF prescription by any de-
gree. As a consequence, an incorrect analysis data be-
comes the new PDF list and the same recursion repeats it-
self. Such a feedback implements Koenig’s concept of “se-
rial” within statistical trials. Here too, an inexactitude of 
distribution analysis data paradoxically guarantees change.  
 

 
Figure 10. Each family originates from a distinctive list. 

The number of trials determines how fast changes in 
probability data will be. Also, the “interpolation mode of 
the sample space of noise transformation” and the “resolu-
tion of histograms” affect the tendency of change in prob-
ability distribution data. This process and jey-noise were 
used in a live-performance entitled Noise Gallery 1[4]. 
 

 
Figure 11. The PDF analysis methods are shown. 

Let us now examine how a population was analyzed 
through the use of generative bootstrapping. The processes 
in Figure 11 show the analyses of the distribution of a pop-
ulation—including 4 samples {0, 1/3, 2/3, 1}—by the res-
olution of 3. So far in this paper, the process (a)—that can 
be understood as feeding samples into a CDF—was used 

in making histograms. In the case of (a), the direction of 
the descending samples run parallel to the boundaries, this 
means that only samples 0 and 1 will fall into the bounda-
ries and the corresponding probability values will increase 
by 1. The other samples, 1/3 and 2/3, increase the proba-
bility values of adjacent boundaries by fractions. In case of 
the probability values on both ends, incrementing by frac-
tions, only occurs from one side. ① and ② thus show how 
an incrementing 1/3 affects the probability values that cor-
respond to the sample 0 and 1, which were doubly 
weighted. 

When using binning—that uses an inverse CDF—in de-
riving histograms, the samples of the given population is 
always rescaled. The process (b) involves “0 ≤ S < 1 rescal-
ing”—ensuring that the range of samples does not equate 
to exact 1—and results in the probability plot where the 
peak is on the leftmost sample. The process (c) involves 
the rescaling range of 0 < S < 1 and re-positions the peak 
in the probability plot to be in the middle of the sample 
space. Furthermore, successive histograms made by using 
(c) will show an oscillation of density along the y-axis and 
an expansion along the sample space. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
All processes so far discussed have already been used as 
part of modules integrated into either a live-performance 
system or voltage-controlled patches. Additionally, to 
elicit a variety of behaviors from this approach, it is con-
ceivable to plan to expand the types and kinds of available 
modules. Also, introducing wave analysis methods will 
enrich the period-by-period synthesis technique. But at 
present there are still many possibilities of using noise 
transformation, especially for creating random number 
streams with incredibly long repetition period. Given this 
the authors of this paper admit to an overall curiosity to 
explore the technical concept of achieving consistency be-
tween the PDF prescriptions of noise transformation and 
the spectra of jey-noise. Gendee will furthermore be im-
proved, soon able to rotate any given curve. Lastly, given 
that the histogram (d)—Figure 6—results in weak ripples 
on the envelope, it is foreseeable that a pseudo inverse 
CDF of the sin2(x) function will be used for future filter 
design.  
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